
Personal Tracking with Panic
Button for your field force

and lone workers

9trax
India's first Personal Safety Device



Indian Railways and GAIL use 9trax for
inspection and monitoring of their networks of
railway lines and oil pipelines respectively.

GAIL manages more than 11,400 KM of oil
pipelines nationwide. Indian Railways has a
network of 121,407 KM of Railway track. They
have to inspect, monitor and manage this whole
network and needs real-time information on any
intrusions, leaks, breaks, or other issues.

The large networks of oil pipelines or railway lines
are to be inspected daily, sometime few times in a
day so that they are effectively monitored to detect
any issues. The clients employ trained human
patrol to do this inspection and monitoring.



The issues the clients were facing
There was no visibility of the human patrols in real time.
There was no visibility of the patrol done on a map interface to
identify and ascertain if all the length and breadth of the network
has been covered during the patrol.
There was no way for the human patrol to send an instant alert
to the concerned supervisors combined with the location from
where it was being sent.
There was no easy way to directly communicate in one-to-one
to the human patrol for any issues.
The human patrol was not equipped with any fail-proof way to
communicate any issues to the supervisors over phone, as the
phone numbers would change frequently.

  



The issues the clients were facing

For any accidental reason, if this lone human patrol falls
down, there was no way to know till it is reported that the
person has not returned.
The authorities could not access any tamper-proof, authentic
report of the patrolling being done or not and if any portion of
the network is being left out.

 The patrolling reports used to reach the authorities late.
There was no way for the authorities to look into any
dashboard regularly to visualize the patrolling work.

 There was no technical means to snoop in to the human
patrols and listen to ambient noises if cases of exigencies or
other problems.
There was no definite method to get details about the time
period exactly from when to when the patrolling was done.



The clients zeroed in on GPS Personal 
Devices 9trax, designed, developed and 

manufactured by Skycube, a Make in 
India company, to mitigate the above 

mentioned problems and requirements

9trax is a small GPS based Personal Tracking Device
with inbuilt Accelerometer, Precision GPS, GSM and

GPRS functionalities, with a long battery backup.
Dedicated SoS button sends Alerts to the supervisors

mapped with the particular device.
The one-touch call button lands emergency calls to the

immediate supervisors.



Real-time visibility of the patrol on the map, with direction,
speed, battery percentage, alerts if any, exact location on
map, both on Web and Mobile



Routes of the patrols on map with visibility on how much of 
the networks has been covered



9trax is equipped with a dedicated SoS button. One touch
on the SoS button sends an SMS Alert with location to the
mobile phones of the supervisors mapped. Up to 5 mobile
numbers can be mapped for each 9trax device

SoS



Dedicated Call Button – one touch on the Call button
lands the call to the immediate supervisor. If the call is not
picked up or the phone is engaged, then automatically the
call routes to the further superiors.

Call Button



The human patrols are assigned duties for different areas
and naturally the phone numbers to reach supervisors
changed, and all the numbers can’t be saved or
remembered during emergency call situations



The human patrol is a lone worker and does their duties of patrolling in
desolate areas without much habitation or population. There are
accidents when the human patrol falls down on his path, and the news
reaches the authorities very late after it is found the patrol has not
returned after duty hours.

9trax has an in-built accelerometer, which gets activated immediately
when it detects any sudden fall. This Alert is immediately sent to the
authorities by Mobile Text Messages with location and also to the Mobile
App and Web for immediate action to be taken.



Authentic, Geotagged, tamper-proof reports can be generated
regarding the patrols. These reports can be customized according to the
needs of the customer. All the reports are real-time, it can be graphical
on map or reports on deviations from the assigned tasks.



The reports that are generated from the SaaS based system is always
real-time and can easily be customized according to the needs and
requirements of the customer



Intelligent SaaS based dashboards to monitor how much patrolling is
done, how much area or network track is covered. Graphical views on
percentage achieved per human patrol



Unique snoop in facility including integration with IVR to snoop in to any
device to listen to the ambient sound. This feature is extremely important
during emergency and there is no way to directly speak to the human
patrol. The location of the device from the 9trax device and ambient
sound from it provides important information for search operations, in
cases of emergencies. This facility and two-way calling features can be
integrated with IVR for recording automatically.



9trax has a unique feature of “Switch-off Restriction” from the
management and supervisors. Once activated the human patrol wouldn’t
be able to switch off the 9trax device he is carrying. The tracking of the
human patrol would be easily possible throughout the duty hours.



9trax can be integrated with NFC for easy and automatic identification
at the gates. This feature can be used for automatic attendance.

Device Setup

SOS Details

Device Locations

History
Playback

Geofence



9trax GPS Personal Tracker



Benefits

GPS –based live tracking
of the location

100% visibility of patrolling,
with time, speed, duration, route,

stops taken and other 
intelligent informations



Benefits

Intelligent
Dashboard

IVR Integration



Benefits

Locate, monitor, manage
field workers

Call snoop in facility



Benefits

NFC based identification
system

Instant SoS alerts from
9trax at a single click

Accelerometer based
accidental fall down alert

Both way voice call on
Emergency at the press

of a single button



Benefits

Map-based reports

Instant reporting modules



Benefits

Switch-off restriction
during duty hours



Equip your field force, your team

on the far flung field, the lone

workers, and engineers with

9trax - Ensure their safety,

Monitor them remotely,

effectively
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